By Jimmie Holman with Paul Dorneanu
In early 2016, Pulsed Technologies released the overwhelmingly successful VitaSet
Generator (VSG) to the public. A large portion of our latest research revolved around the
fundamental relationships of Schuman Resonances and wellness, both physical and
mental, but continues deep into the realms of self-healing and personal development.
When it was revealed that Schumann Resonances were being measured deep within the
subterranean passages and areas surrounding the Bosnian pyramids, our attention and
interest was greatly raised. When various details of Dr. Sam Osmanagich’s report of
Schumann Resonances and other special detected frequencies began being independently verified by numerous
investigators from a host of universities in many countries, we became EXCEPTIONALLY
interested. At that point it was only speculated that ancient people had come there for
health and a healing environment. Without their immediate knowledge, these were the
details that matched up with our private research which could help validate their earlier
speculations.
While I have personally been aware of the “hype” and speculation surrounding “pyramid
power” over the decades, I never suspected I would have the opportunity to actually visit,
tour, and explore under the guidance of such a passionate and experienced researcher as
Dr. Osmanagich.

Invite to Bosnia
Knowing that an important part of this trip was to enter the underground labyrinth under these spectacular
“structures”, arrangements were also made for Paul Dorneanu (the European-half of Pulsed Tech) to also attend. I
frankly didn’t think my claustrophobia would be able to handle the confined spaces deep within what my mind could
then only conceive of as an underground tomb … mine!

The Trip
My journey began in Dallas where I traveled to Romania
to be joined by Paul in Bucharest. From Bucharest,
Romania we drove to Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzegovina. The
drive itself was incredibly beautiful and relatively
uneventful except for a problematic “attempted”
entering of Serbia1 which was unavoidably along our
route. Unfortunately, we had a drone for filming the
pyramid with us. We might have just as well had an
arsenal of stinger missiles with us because apparently
drones are NOT ALLOWED! Returning the drone to
Romania, our trip proceeded nicely to arrive in Bosnia’s
capital very late that evening.
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Our dear associate, Dr. Salah Al-Rashed of our affiliate, HER
Technologies of Kuwait, and staff were there to welcome us.
After a good night’s rest, an incredible Bosnian coffee, and
breakfast, we were greeted and ferried off to the beautiful and
enchanting Visoko, not too far north of Sarajevo, by the discover
and primary researcher himself, Dr. Sam Osmanagich.
Dr. Sam was an incredible host and quite the character. Some
might say he’s a cross between Indiana Jones and Crocodile
Dundee, but more gentlemanly. He has an incredibly detailed
knowledge and generous sharing nature that make for an
enlightening and very enjoyable experience.
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Serbia is also an incredibly beautiful country. It’s capital, Belgrade is also home to the home of the Nikola Tesla Museum,(Музеј Николе Тесле, Muzej Nikole Tesle),
and the remains of the man himself, a place each of our engineers has traveled to as a tribute but for illumination and inspiration as well. Tesla’s work and discoveries
are some of the most important foundational elements and concepts incorporated in Pulsed Technologies Research designs.

From Pyramids Around the World & Lost Pyramids of
Bosnia
Dr. Sam Osmanagich has authored 12 books about
ancient civilizations and narrated a 12-episode
documentary “Search for Lost Civilizations” for the
state Bosnian television FTVBiH (2007). This
documentary was based on his book, Civilizations
Before the Official History (2005), and filmed in Peru,
Bolivia, Easter Island, Costa Rica, Mexico, United
Kingdom, France, Germany, Malta, Egypt, Jordan
and Lebanon.

Dr. Osmanagich
Dr. Sam (Samir) Osmanagich was a delightful host. As the
official “discoverer” of the Bosnian Pyramid complex, I doubt
we could have had a better or more enthusiastic personal
guide to the intricacies of the land and the earth below. As a
renowned expert on pyramids, Dr. Sam has also extensively
investigated the ancient pyramid structures throughout
China, Mauritius, Canary Islands, Egypt, Peru, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Bolivia, Honduras, Mexico to name a few.
Necessarily skeptical by nature, and to better understand
what we might find, we did our homework ahead of the trip.
In a similar manner to how I prepare for any project, I
devoured every bit of info and video I could locate. This
included many pros and cons, validations, and what was
eventually identified as outright debunking. (More later.)
As we began putting the many puzzle pieces together it
became obvious that many of the debunking claims clearly
came from those who had never been there or experienced
the site in context. This really is one of those places a person
needs to experience themselves to get the fuller view of
reality.

In 2005, Dr. Sam discovered the first pyramids in
Europe near the town of Visoko, BosniaHerzegovina. In 2008, Dr. Osmanagich hosted an
archaeological conference in Sarajevo which fueled
controversy about his discovery dividing the
archeological community. Excavation on the vast
complex has been ongoing and run by his non-profit
“Archaeological park: Bosnia Pyramid of the Sun”
foundation since 2006 compiling more and more
evidence to validate his claims. To date the
excavation has yielded 5 pyramids of various sizes as
well as a vast labyrinth of underground tunnels and
a pyramid that is 30% larger than the largest
structures on the Giza Plateau. Dr. Osmanagich is a
principal investigator in this project which yielded
some of the pioneering electromagnetic
measurements in the pyramids.
He has become world renowned expert on pyramids
by investigating these structures in China, Mauritius,
Canary Islands, Egypt, Peru, El Salvador, Guatemala,
Bolivia, Honduras, Mexico and other countries.
Osmanagich was admitted as a Foreign Member of
the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences of
Moscow, one of the most respected scientific
institutions in the world. Osmanagick holds a PhD in
Mayan studies. He is a member of the Archeological
Society of Alexandria and became the first honorary
citizen of the town of Visoko and professor at the
American University in Bosnia-Herzegovina. He’s
Director of the Center for Archaeology at the
American University.
His official website: www.samosmanagich.com

Politics & Perception
It seems there are similar politics for archeology and history as
there are for medicine and health.
Those in control write the rules,
control the history, perception, and the masses.
Examining any situation from a skeptical point of view, in my
opinion, is the very best way to analyze most claims. Researching
and doing due diligence ahead of the trip, especially examining
the skeptics point of view seemed logical. However, careful
observation and listening to the “Bosnian viewpoint” also allowed
us to get a perspective that I could not have expected.
Upon our initial visit to the site, one thing became clear almost
immediately. As previously mentioned, much of what I had
previously read criticizing the work, findings, and theories
surrounding the activities at the pyramids were obviously done by
individuals who had never seen, experienced, visited the site, or
otherwise possibly had some sort of alternative agenda.
Having ourselves visited other unexplained ancient archeological
sites such as the relatively near-by Sarmizegetusa Regia in the
Orăstie Mountains of present-day western Romania, I have
questioned more and more the history I was taught in school. It has become clearer with discovery after discovery,
ancient man across the globe had incredible knowledge evident in the remnants and ruins left behind. We should be
asking, “WHAT was this knowledge? HOW was it used? WHY was it lost or suppressed?” so that we may one day be
better able to understand or re-develop it once again.
In the alternative and integrative health-related research both Paul and I have conducted over the last two decades, we
often encounter evidence of miraculous cures or treatments that have all but been erased or otherwise suppressed from
public knowledge. Upon investigating in greater depth, we often found, what appeared to be, professional debunkers
often working on behalf of the very entities (aka: pharmaceutical companies) that would stand the most to lose should
widespread knowledge of such treatment or technology become commonplace. The professional and regulatory
agencies effectively help maintain this accepted pattern of abuse. While some may believe this control and
manipulation falls into the realm of conspiracy, detailed government studies have clearly identified the overwhelming
depth and existence of this control on a global scale.2
We now realize archeology experiences much the same problems, issues, and pressures as we have witnessed in the
alternative health related fields.
Just as a miracle cure of the healing art could change the business of medicine forever, a well-documented discovery that
disproves past accepted theories and assumptions could cause the current narrative of history to be rewritten, and the
current and past authority figures discredited. Similarly, each alternative discovery and truth, if well publicized and
publicly accepted, has the potential to upset the power of those “authorities” that control and manipulate that
narrative. I recognized and commend the “up-hill” battle that Dr. Osmanagich must fight daily, and have the upmost
respect for his tireless efforts.
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House of Commons Health Committee – The Influence of the Pharmaceutical Industry, Fourth Report of Session 2004-05 Volume 1
http://www.pulsedtechresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/House-of-Commons-Report-IMPORTANT.pdf

The Tunnel Ravne Experience
The authenticity of the experiences and claims of the
discoveries made at the Bosnian pyramids are
something that must ultimately be left to the
experiencers themselves. Pictures and articles simply
don’t do justice to the collective details one can
experience there. When all the anomalies are placed
in context with one another, this truly becomes a very
remarkable place.

Engraved artifacts were found with runic symbols
similar to the ancient writings of Hungary and France
which also later appeared in Great Britain some 2000
years ago. Professor Bobbie Scarfe, utilizing Ralph H.
Blum’s work on Rune Stones, translated the glyphs:
“The Gateway is closed, we are at a standstill. We
will have to act as warriors to defend and conquer
until we can move again through the stargate.”3

Here, at the base/foundation of the Pyramid of the Sun, Dr. Sam
takes time to personally visit with guests, answer questions, and
explain the details and nuances that likely would be missed if not
pointed out.
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Osmanigich, Semir, Pyramids Around the World & Lost Pyramids of Bosnia. Archeological Park Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun Foundation, 2014

The Underground Labyrinth “Tunnel Ravne”

Our “assistant-guide” Sonny (the dog) always seemed quite eager
and content to recline on the ancient monolithic (ceramic)
structures seemingly strategically placed throughout the Tunnel
Ravne system. One thing that was quite notable was that these
structures referred to as the “constructed” ceramic monoliths
bare absolutely no resemblance to any natural material I saw
within the tunnels, the hills, or even the area of Bosnia. The objects truly did seem to be some sort of intelligently
constructed design.
Relaxation and meditation in this environment can be incredible because modern environmental electropollution does
not penetrate underground. The atmosphere was so relaxing and euphoric, my claustrophobia I thought would arise,
never did. It was truly an amazing experience being within this
astounding environment.

Schumann Resonance
The primary reason for our “expedition” to the Bosnian Pyramids was to further
investigate the presence of Schumann Resonance at the pyramid and to speak on
the similarity of the phenomena to some of Pulsed Technologies’ recent research.
Over the last few years, we have been extensively researching the biological effects
and mechanism on health and general well-being associated with Schumann
Resonance. Although well documented in both scientific and even medical
literature, most allopathic practitioners remain ignorant of the science and
phenomena involved. The reasons for this ignorance was outlined in the
previous section “Politics & Perception” heading and a brief overview of
the science will be outlined within the next few pages.
It has been speculated that the pyramid complex had been utilized as a
“healing place”. With all that has been found, it made perfectly good
sense. This could easily have been used as a place of natural healing and
regeneration. The collective evidence was leading to the presumption
that even if the discoverers did not fully understand the biological
mechanisms and relationships they undoubtedly recognized the effects.

High Negative Ion Level
Typically, ….

negative ions = less pollution = better health

“An abundance of negative ions in the air interacts with human
biochemistry reducing the level of serotonin in the blood. Serotonin is
produced in stressful situations as part of the fight-or flight response of the sympathetic nervous system. In brief doses it
activates us, but prolonged high concentrations of serotonin weaken us and make our minds less stable. An abundance
of negative air ions reduces fatigue, invigorates us, and improves the protective powers of the mucous membranes of
the respiratory system, making us less susceptible to colds and infections.”4
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Sacred Places: How the Living Earth Seeks Our Friendship, James Swan

Oxygen Level High – Low CO2
Normally, subterranean caves and tunnels have reduced Oxygen levels and elevated Carbon Dioxide. CO2 greater than
1% concentration in caves typically corresponds to a depletion in O2 levels. Carbon Dioxide is the body’s regulator of the
breathing function. Levels above .03% cause accelerated breathing and heartrate. Higher concentrations can cause
paralysis or even death. The Oxygen level within the Tunnel Ravne complex beneath the Bosnian Pyramids remains
unexpectedly high. In fact, exceptionally high, as it is reported to remain fairly constant at 20% without any need of
ventilation. How this phenomenon occurs is still unknown!

Dr. Osmanagich elaborates on the
unusual environment and
characteristics found within the
subterranean tunnels.

Water
The available water freely flowing from
numerous springs in the immediate area
is exceptional. The water is mineral rich,
bacteria free, and certified perfectly safe
for human consumption directly as it
flows from the land.

These things combined made for an environment that one comes away from FEELING GREAT!

Dr Salah Al-Rashed and
Dr. Sam Osmanagich
drink excellent freely
flowing water.

The Science
While Rife and resonant frequency technologies have been our professional interest and endeavors over the last two
decades, our technical research into Schuman resonance, today’s electropollution, and their positive and negative
effects on human physiology made this an exciting “new” area of exploration.
While we may never be able to fully explain how the ancient people understood, constructed, and used this complex,
there is left little doubt in our view that its creators had intentional purposes for an extravagant project of this
magnitude.

VSG TECHONOLGY
In association with our research for the VitaSet Generator, Pulsed
Technologies Research has been examining the relationships between the
earth’s natural Schumann resonances, brainwave states, and the dramatic
biological effects on both mental and physical health.

Paul Dorneanu demonstrates technical operation
of PulsedTech's VSG (VitaSet Generator)

The close relationship and similarity
between the earth’s Schumann
Resonances and human brainwave states
were quickly recognized as being almost
identical. This has been known for decades
although we are only recently learning the
depth of these profound relationships. The
Schumann Resonances, while often
thought of as “The Earth’s Pulse”, it
appears to also play an important role in
the cyclic processes of almost every living
thing which evolved on earth.

Most of modern industrialized civilization now have electropollution to the extent it is
blinding us from access to these natural signals. Fortunately, there still are structures
where these restorative and biologically important ques are still accessible to those who
seek it out.
Jimmie Holman describes the phenomena, effects and relationships of health, the instruments
and the signals of the Bosnian Pyramids

The conference participants
received their own VSG and
personalized training

Only in the last few years are these
relationships being recognized and
correlated. The environmental ques of
Schumann have profound importance in
helping not only power the cells but
also relate to cyclic functions and
chemistry that occur within the brain
each night helping orchestrate the
repairs, regeneration, and healing each
of us needs for true health and wellbeing.
While Schumann Resonance is
reportedly found with the pyramids, the
electromagnetic assaults of our modern
environment are noticeably absent. When one considers the combined elements of presence of Schumann, high
negative ion availability, excellent oxygen, availability of pure clean water in this environment, the labyrinth of the
Bosnian Pyramids becomes an understandably excellent retreat for restorative physical and mental health.

Note: More details of these relationships can be found in Electro-Pollution and Earth Resonance5 and Understanding
& surviving In Today’s Toxic, Electro-Polluted Environment6
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http://www.pulsedtechresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Electro-Pollution-Earth-Resonance-Holman-Dorneanu-1.pdf

http://www.pulsedtechresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Understanding-Surviving-in-Todays-Toxic-Electro-Polluted-Environment-Holman-DorneanuDrake-July2016.pdf

Closing
In today’s uncertain world, Bosnia is an incredible safe place to travel and visit. Although there are scars from its recent
conflict-torn past, the beauty and magic of this modern and very affordable retreat is well worth the visit and leisurely
stay.
I encourage anyone interested to go there to see for yourself and experience this enchanting place. The personal
experience cannot be related in words alone. Most likely you will emerge a bit more, rested, recharged, and more
importantly ….

ENLIGHTENED!

For those who would like to know more about this amazing place, I recommend the book by the
authority himself, Dr. Sam Osmanagich.

For those who would like to know more about the VSG
(VitaSet Generator) I would encourage visiting the Pulsed Technologies, Pulsed
Technologies Research, and HER (our mid-east affiliate) websites
www.PulsedTech.com (EU)
www.PulsedTechResearch.com (US)
www.HERtechnologies.net (Mid-East)
Articles of Interest (free):
Electro-Pollution and Earth Resonance

Holman & Dorneanu

2015

http://www.pulsedtechresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Electro-Pollution-Earth-Resonance-Holman-Dorneanu-1.pdf

Anatomy & Inspiration for Design of Today’s VitaSet

Holman

2015

http://www.pulsedtechresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Anatomy-Inspiration-for-Design.pdf

Understanding & Surviving in Today’s Toxic, Electro-Polluted Environment Holman, Dorneanu, & Drake 2016
http://www.pulsedtechresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Understanding-Surviving-in-Todays-Toxic-Electro-Polluted-Environment-Holman-Dorneanu-DrakeJuly2016.pdf

VitaSet Generator – VitaSet Solutions

Holman 2015

http://www.pulsedtechresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/VitaSet-Introduction-Operation.pdf
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